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Dear Dream Teamer,

Welcome to Journey Church Family!

We are honored that you have expressed interest in being a part of the team. We truly
believe that when we push aside our personal preferences to serve the local church the
world can be forever changed by the love of Jesus. We are called to serve like Jesus
did and it is an honor to be a part of the story He is telling throughout history. We make
no apologies for being over the top thrilled to pour out our very lives to share the
message of Hope found in Him.

We love the way Romans 12 states it:

“So hereʼs what I want you to do, God helping you: Take your everyday, ordinary
life—your sleeping, eating, going-to- work, and walking-around life—and place it before
God as an offering. Embracing what God does for you is the best thing you can do for
him. Don’t become so well-adjusted to your culture that you fit into it without even
thinking. Instead, fix your attention on God. You’ll be changed from the inside out.
Readily recognize what he wants from you, and quickly respond to it. Unlike the culture
around you, always dragging you down to its level of immaturity, God brings the best
out of you, develops well-formed maturity in you.”

We believe as we fix our eyes on Jesus even the most ordinary tasks become worship
to our God! He takes our daily lives and flows His love through all we do! This manual
has been created to help you with any questions you might have and to instruct you in
some of our procedures and responsibilities. Don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any
questions. We want you to know that we are thankful for you - welcome to the family!

The best is YET to come!

JJ VASQUEZ

Lead Pastor, Journey Church
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Mission
We exist to make Jesus accessible to anyone.

System & Strategy
The system refers to the process of development of each individual within our mission.
Answers the question: What do we do?

The strategy serves the mission and works within the system.
Answers the question: How will we succeed?

System Strategy

Know God Sunday Services

Find Freedom Small Groups

Discover Their Purpose Next Steps

Make a Difference The Dream Team
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Core Values
We love God

● We are passionate about the presence of God and developing our character,
living a life that reflects the love of Christ.

We love people
● We grow relationally with the team, and have a genuine love for the people we

serve; those who attend church and those outside the church.

We pursue excellence
● Whatever we do, we will do it to the best of our ability and continually develop the

gifts that God has given us.

We choose joy
● We endeavor to have the mind of Christ and approach life with an attitude of

humility and an atmosphere of fun. We are not slaves to our emotion; our attitude
is dependent upon our focus.

Standards
Because we love God...

● Pray first
● Do it with passion
● Talk with people, not about them
● Lead from the front

Because we pursue excellence...
● Start and end on time
● Architect your atmosphere
● Create distraction-free environments
● Come prepared

Because we love people…
● Be a servant
● Don’t point, walk with
● Keep your hands-free
● Walk slowly and see people
● Create memorable moments

Because we choose joy…
● Make it fun
● See the positive
● Assume the best
● Fight for the family
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Team Org Chart

Broadcast Org Chart
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LEADERSHIP LAYERS
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Welcome to Journey’s Broadcast Team!

We are so excited you’ve chosen to be part of our family!

The Broadcast Team is the face of Journey church Online Campus and each of our
broadcast locations - our pursuit of excellence, hard work, attention to detail and
creativity opens the opportunity for people to receive the message of Jesus, hope and
truth that sets them free. We are all in this mission together to make Jesus accessible
to anyone and we are so thrilled to have you join us in this journey and step into your
purpose.

Broadcast Coordinators

Christian Diaz

cdiazpadilla1@yahoo.com
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Broadcast Team Standards
PLANNING CENTER:  It’s important that all production members have a strong knowledge of
Planning Center. This  includes knowing how to accurately read the service agenda items and
responding to scheduling requests. Planning Center is a workable agenda and has the potential
to be updated at the last minute, team members can download the “Services” Planning Center
mobile app so that you can view updates at all times.
Planning Center Services App Link:
Google Play Store
Apple Store

SCHEDULING: Once you have the Planning Center app downloaded you will be able to set
your preferences and share your availability for the upcoming weeks. Once the schedule for the
month is created, requests for the entire month will be sent out. Please accept or decline the
request and communicate with your team Leads about making adjustments.

COMMUNICATION: Please always be proactive in communicating. If you are unable to serve
when you are  scheduled, be sure to notify your Team Leaders.

PUNCTUALITY: We are to be on time and value time. We are all required to follow our call
time, we suggest arriving 10 minutes prior. In the production world, so much happens in one
minute. Not showing up on time may result in missing out on important updates, therefore
affecting our experience and of those who are attending service.

FLEXIBILITY:  In any service there can be multiple changes, be prepared for those changes by
thinking outside the box and accommodating those changes as they come. In everything we
do we give our all, go above and beyond what is expected. We are to be prepared, be one step
ahead and pursue excellence in everything that we do.

DRESS CODE ATTIRE: All Production members that will be in the auditorium are
required to wear dark/black clothing. Entire Team is to wear comfortable and
appropriate attire for service/event days. It’s important that we are not a distraction
while we perform during the service. Please refrain from wearing flip flops or heels as
they can easily cause tripping.
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TEAM UNITY: Ideas and suggestions are welcomed from all team members. Once a
decision has been made by the Coordinator, we will own this decision for the sake of
unity in order for our team to excel. When we are aligned as a team and work as a
whole we accomplish more.

SUNDAY CALL TIMES

7 AM - Call time

SUNDAY FLOW
Pre- service Set-up

Team Huddle 7:00 a.m.
Line Check  7:15 a.m.
Service Run Through  7:30 a.m.

FIRST service

Doors Open  8:50 a.m.
Service Start  9:00 a.m.
Service End  10:10 a.m.

SECOND service
Doors Open 10:20 a.m.
Service Start 10:30 a.m.
Service End 11:40 am.

Third service
Doors Open 11:40 a.m
Service Start 12 a.m
Service End 1:10 pm
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Roles and Responsibilities

Position: ProPresenter Department: Production (Broadcast) Direct Report: Team Leader
 

I. PURPOSE:
A group of highly motivated individuals with teachable spirits that are responsible for the set
up and operating of the content on screens at Journey Church.

II. POSITION PROFILE:
Dream Teamer with ProPresenter knowledge able to operate program.  They may load in
content, or set up timers for service onto computers. The ProPresenter operator controls timers
and playback of content appropriate for the various moments of the service. Including,
worship, welcome and announcements, offering, sermon, altar call and ect.

II. LEADERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:
- Completed Next Steps

IV. SERVING SPECIFICS:
OPERATING: This happens when we are live and following along with the service flow
found on PCO. We operate content to help our church engage in worship, the message
and get connected. Our goal is precision and focus to help facilitate a distraction free
environment.

V. RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Loading in content              - Owning the moment for transitions

- Operating lyrics or slides - Operating stage screens

- Effective communication with Online Producer and T.D.
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ProPresenter Operating Manual
Set-Up
1. Log-in to laptop

-Password: Journeychurch

2. Start timers

- click on first slide

- click on "timers" at the top and select "start all" on the bottom of the timers box.

3. Check songs

- compare songs with PCO (Planning Center services app)

- check spelling

- apply theme (journey 2020) *

- no more than 2 lines per slide

- to add/remove sections of the song click on "arrangements" (3 boxes with arrows)

symbol on heading of song. Drag section from the top (original) to where we need it in the

song.

* Add theme by selecting song and clicking edit (green circle). Select all slides, click on theme

(blue circle), and select "Journey 2020". See photo below.
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3. Review videos

- Download Jnews from Google Drive, "Wrap Up Wednesday" file. Add to highlights

section.

- Check the audio on the video

- Remove loop (right click on video, "inspector", click "properties", select “playback”, and

“stop”)

- Apply video timer *

* Add timer by right clicking on video, select “add action”, click on “stage”, drop down "stage

screen 1", select “video timer”, and click “done”.
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4. Turn small speaker on, and communicate with audio to ensure that you will be able to hear

the service at all times.

5. Verify that we have all the highlights slides, compare to PCO. Missing slides can be found in

"Wrap up Wednesday" file on google Drive. Find the current date and the link will be under

“creative”.

6. Review the sermon slides with the sermon notes (Dropbox) and make sure that we have

every slide and spelling is correct. (We can edit directly on ProPresenter)

- Missing lower thirds can be found in Dropbox under sermon title

- If lower thirds are not displaying, click "screens" on top, then "edit looks". Under the

"lower-thirds" column, un-click and click "slides"
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Position: Camera Op. Department: Production(Broadcast)   Direct Report: Team Leader
 

I. PURPOSE:

II. POSITION PROFILE:
Camera operators (CO) set up cameras in the correct placement for the director to cut
to.This role is constantly following movement on stage or moving according to what the
director is asking for. CO’s visualize the shots that will be required by each individual
camera’s position and rehearse all of its moves. To ensure smooth operation, CO’s can
alter their zoom and focus controls and make sure that their shot is ready to go live.

II. LEADERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:
III. Completed Next Steps
IV. Effectively Shadow and learn ProPresenter & Online Producer

IV. SERVING SPECIFICS:

V. RESPONSIBILITIES:

PRE/POST SERVICE DUTIES:
● Run cables/Collect Cables
● Setup Cameras/Breakdown Cameras

Equipment Checklist:
● Tripod
● Camera with Tripod plate attached
● Lense
● Power Adapter or Battery
● HDMI to SDI Converter
● Surge Power Strip - Multi Plug

__________________________________________________________________________
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CAMERA OPERATING MANUAL
OBJECTIVES:
Build  – Learn to build and balance cameras.
Operate  – Learn basic motion of cameras.
Anticipate  – Learn to anticipate the order of service and singer transitions.

Setup and Teardown:
- Set up & tear down camera (wheels, tripod, camera, viewfinder, arms/hand controls, and
headsets)
- Run and pack up camera fiber cables and additional seating SDI cable by maintaining
over/under rule.
Video - How to Coil Cables | The Over Under Technique:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cpuutP6Df84

SCHEDULE/CALL-TIME

- 7am team huddle
- 7:15am Runthrough/Practice
- 8:10am Check-in/Breakfast
- 8:50 am be in position
- 10:50am be in position
- Tear-down process, clean up.

OPERATING CAMERAS:
- Adjust arms, zoom and focus tools for comfort and understand how to adjust the zoom
speed in order to match the tempo of songs
- Understand the director’s terminology: Stand by camera, start your move, camera # live,
reset/fix your frame, push (zoom in), pull (zoom out), headroom, lead room.
- Understand basic camera terminology: zoom, pan, tilt, medium shot, close up shot, wide
shot, two shot
-

- Camera 3: Know where the zoom, focus and iris are located and how they work

DURING WORSHIP:
- Camera 1 focuses on close up shots of singers during worship
- Camera 2 focuses on creative wide/pan/zoom shots of worship stage during
- Camera 3 ( stage) focuses on creative shots of the drums, guitars and piano and singers.
- Camera 4 (off & ON  stage) focuses on creative shots of singers and instruments.
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- Understands the head room space needed and how lyrics affect IMAG shot

DURING SERMON:
- Camera 1 focuses on the close up shot (HEAD TO WAIST)
- Camera 2 focuses on the wide shot (head to shins or under knee), cutting off stage lip and
bottom of screen

CAMERA OPERATING TIPS:
- Cameras 3 & 4,  make sure shots don’t include  laptop, monitor at the  back of the auditorium.
Movements on stage should be low, subtle and  non-distracting.
- Check if your camera is balanced by making sure the bubble is in its circle.
- If the camera tilts up or down on its own, it is top-heavy and can be fixed by unlocking the
plate  knob and adjusting camera by slightly moving it forward or backward.
- Tripod Tension - Manfrotto Tension wheel - more tension = smoother movement.
- Keep loose grip to avoid shaky shots. Keep the third leg of the tripod facing the stage in order
to have room to stand properly by balancing body weight on both feet.

Basic info
The rest can be explained in person

SHOTS
Wide shot -  Shows the subject in the environment
Head to Toe
Close Up - Shoulders to head
Medium Shot - waist up

Equipment checklist with names:
Have a picture of tripod, lenses
Cam 1
Cam 2
Lenses
Tripod
Monitors
Handhelds
Adapters

Camera terms
Pan
Tilt
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Zoom
Push
Pull
Slide

Pan: Panning means swivelling the video camera horizontally left to right or right to left, from a
fixed position. This motion is similar to the motion of a person when they turn their head on
their neck from left to right.

Tilt: Tilting is when the camera stays in a fixed position but rotates up/down in a vertical plane.
Tilting the camera results in a motion similar to someone raising or lowering their head to look
up or down.
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Zoom: A zoom is a camera move that does not require any camera “movement” at all — so to
speak. A zoom involves a camera increasing or decreasing its focal length to magnify an image.
Zooming in or out can change the composition, scene, or even the story.

Pan, Tilt, Zoom YouTube video: https://youtu.be/arqIZr0HiH0

Dolly Push/Pull Movement: Push is when you move the camera forward towards your subject,
and pull is when you move the camera backwards away from your subject. These are important
camera moves for storytelling. A push will focus your viewer’s attention on your subject, and a
pull will reveal more of the frame to your viewers.

Head Room
Lead Room
Leg Room
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-Annotate the settings that apply to us. FPS, Shutter, Iris, ISO, WB, Histogram

ISO
The ‘ISO’ indicator displays the current ISO setting, or light sensitivity. Tapping this indicator
lets you adjust your ISO to suit varying lighting conditions.
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ISO button
Alternatively, press the ISO hardware button (indicated below) and then rotate the settings
wheel to adjust your camera’s ISO setting.

Iris/Aperture
Iris
The ‘Iris’ indicator displays your current lens aperture. By tapping this indicator, you can
change the aperture.

IrisButton
Pressing the ‘iris’ button automatically sets an average exposure based on the
highlights and shadows in your shot. You can adjust your lens aperture manually by rotating the
settings wheel to the left and right, or by tapping ‘iris’ on the touchscreen display and adjusting
the iris slider.

Camera Menu Buttons
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Thirds Grid lines: The ‘thirds Grid Line’ setting displays a grid with two vertical and horizontal
lines placed in each third of the image. Thirds are an extremely powerful tool to help compose
your shots. For example, the human eye typically looks for action near the points where the
lines intersect, so it’s helpful to frame key points of interest in these zones. An actor’s eyeline is
commonly framed along the top third of
the screen, so you can use the top horizontal third to guide your framing. Thirds are also useful
to maintain framing consistency between shots.

Medium Shot (Mid Shot)
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Position Title:Technical Director Department: Production Direct Report: Team
Leader
 

I. PURPOSE:

II. POSITION PROFILE:
This person communicates primarily with Camera Operators during service. He/she

directs the team by calling for different shots and camera movements throughout the service.
The Switcher Operator is sharp with cuts and has a creative eye when directing worship. They
should have an understanding of the tempo and emotion of each worship song to ensure a
smooth flow. They also should be able to anticipate the movements and actions of any speaker
to be able to choose the correct shot.

II. LEADERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:

For Technical Directors it is highly recommended that they spend time learning the
propresenter, camera 1-5, and the online producer position before jumping onto this role.

III. ESSENTIAL ROLES:
- Directors are primarily communicating with Camera Operators during services and

direct the team by calling shots and camera movements.
- Directors also control what is being shown in the additional seating area and the

transitions from all screens to split screens.

IV. SERVING SPECIFICS:
6am - 1pm. Sunday set-up and teardown times

V. RESPONSIBILITIES:
- Review planning center (PCO) and study service outline. Take note of worship
leads for  each song, MC’s coming on and off stage, etc.

- Assist in running any cables that have not been completed
__________________________________________________________________________
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ROLE DESCRIPTION

Position Title: Online Producer Department: Production    Direct Report: Team Leader
 

I. PURPOSE:
The role of the Online Producer is to manage all online elements from beginning

to end during a given event. They communicate with all areas of production including
quality control, audio, lights, technical director, and screens.  They have a full
understanding of the service flow.

II. POSITION PROFILE:
The online producer guides the director through the execution of every

movement on stage, such as illustrations, lead singers during worship, and the
transitions with screens. The producer is also responsible for making sure that the
recording of services are taking place. Producers are in constant communication with
all of production and understand the service flow by taking notes during rehearsals and
run-through.

IV. SERVING SPECIFICS:
The producer sets the times allotted to each moment and displays them on the

confidence monitor for the speakers, worship team and band, or pastor to view. They
also  operate content for many moments including welcome and announcements, and
post-service.

V. RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Communicates with production team       - Records services
- Understands Service Flow - Guides technical director and screens
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Online Producer Operating Manual

Setup

1. Turn on tv screens

-    Remotes in bag on desk

- Inputs on hdmi 3
2. Turn on computers

- Power button is located behind the monitor
- Password Journeychurch
- Open ProPresenter

3. Videos
- Download videos from Google Drive “Wrap up Wednesday”

- Pre-show
- Highlights
- Post-sermon

- Verify that videos aren’t set to loop by right clicking:
- Inspector
- Properties
- Playback behavior set to “Stop”

- Check timer
- Right click on video
- Actions
- Stage action
- Stage screen 1
- Video timer

4. Recording on SD Cards
- Technical Director’s SD card will be inserted into Online Producer computer
- Second SD card will be provided by the coordinator.
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- Formatting:
- Menu
- Set
- Scroll to format card
- Set
- Select slot that card is in
- Pick OS X extended
- Click Format
- Ok
- Menu x 2

- To Record:
- press circle record button
- Stop: press square button

5. Assist ProPresenter with set-up and Check-in with team leads

6. During run-through/service
- Become familiar with switcher under monitor (see photo below)
- Countdown to every timer.
- Starting at 1 min or 30 seconds let everyone know what is coming up next
- At 10 seconds start counting down
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During Service

*When switching, "live feed" will refer to the red buttons and "aux" are the white
buttons.

1. When doors open (9:05am, 10:50am):
- ProPresenter welcome slides on screen
- Start Recording on SD cards

2. Pre-service (9:08am, 10:53am):
- Broadcast audio ready for video audio
- "Cut" to online feed "1"
- Play buffer video for online

3. Pre-roll (9:13am, 10:58am)
- Countdown entire team to start of pre-roll
- "Cut" to live feed

4. Worship (9:15am. 11:00am)
- Make sure bars and lyrics are on screen
- Keep Technical Director updated with who is leading
- Assist in correcting any camera issues that are on-going

5. Highlights
- Communicate with Quality Control to determine the start of 10 sec

countdown
- Start countdown
- Countdown entire team to 0
- "Cut" to online and play Highlight Video simultaneously
- Help ProPresenter put slides up for in-house highlights
- Countdown end of Highlight Video into JNews
- Lights will black out and audio will need the feed in-house so make sure you

are communicating with the entire team
- Switch live feed "5", aux to "4".
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- Countdown end of video for entire team back into worship
- You won’t hit any buttons

6. Message
- Pastor may go back into worship. Make sure lyrics and cameras are

prepared.
- When worship is completely done (singers are leaving stage) have technical

director remove bars
- Listen to Sermon, follow sermon notes from Dropbox,  and make sure lower

thirds go in and out at right times
7. Worship/Closing

- Allow a little bit of worship play, wait for Pastor to be completely off the
stage

- Countdown just in the trailer audio for post-show
- Make sure you are out of the in-house feed before highlights person is on

stage
- Switch to Post-show video, "1" keep lyrics/timers on aux "4"
- Make sure slides are shown for in-house closing
- Once in-house is done and post-show video is done stop recording

8. After Services
- Wait until video is done playing and room is cleared
- Turn off tvs and computers
- Clean up any trash in the trailer/ wipe down surfaces
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